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Exercise 1

We prove it by induction on φ. The boolean cases are trivial, we move on the case of 3ψ.
From left to right, Assumed that (X, τ, ν), x � 3ψ, we aim to have (X ′, τ ′, ν ′), x′ � 3ψ. For
any U ′ ∈ τ ′ such that x′ ∈ U ′, by the back condition, there exists U ∈ τ with x ∈ U and
for any y ∈ U , there exists y′ ∈ U ′ such that yTy′. By the assumption (X, τ, ν), x � 3ψ
and the semantic definition of 3ψ, there exists y ∈ U such that (X, τ, ν), y � ψ. By I.H.,
(X ′, τ ′, ν ′), y′ � ψ, then M′, x′ � 3ψ. From right to left, it’s quite similar to the argument
above.

Exercise 2

(a) Let’s prove it by induction on the structure of the formula φ .

The case of atomic proposition follows directly from the condition

x ∈ ν(p) iff f(x) ∈ ν ′(p)

The boolean cases are trivial. So we next focus on the case of φ = �ψ. Recall the semantic
definition of �ψ in a topological space.

Namely (X, τ, ν), x |= �ψ if and only if there is a neighborhood U ∈ τ of x such that
U ⊆ {y ∈ U | (X, τ, ν), y |= ψ} .

Assume that (X, τ, ν), x |= �ψ, then we get a neighborhood U of x such that U ⊆ {y ∈
X | (X, τ, ν), y |= ψ} . Because f is an onto interior function and f(U) is a neighborhood
of f(x), by inductive hypothesis (namely for each x ∈ X, (X, τ, ν), x |= ψ if and only if
(X ′, τ ′, ν ′), f(x) |= ψ), it follows that

f(U) ⊆ f({y ∈ X | (X, τ, ν), y |= ψ}) ⊆ {y ∈ X ′ | (X ′, τ ′, ν ′), y |= ψ}

So by the semantic definition of �ψ again, (X ′, τ ′, ν ′), y |= ψ.
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The other direction of the case �ψ is proved similarly by making use of the inductive hy-
pothesis and the fact that f−1(U ′) ∈ τ if U ′ ∈ τ ′ .

(b) Assume that there is a valuation function ν ′ and a point x ∈ X ′ such that (X ′, τ ′, ν ′), x 6|=
φ. Take any valuation function ν such that the condition (1) on the two valuation functions
hold. Then (X, τ, ν), f−1(x) 6|= φ by (a).

Exercise 3

First of all, we will use the fact that any open interval is homeomorphic to the reals R.
This means we only need to find for each of these two frames as range an unto interior map
with an open interval as its domain. So we show that there can be an unto interior map
f1 : (0, 1)→ F1 and an unto interior map f2 : (0, 1)→ F2 .

For the construction of f2 I refer you to Section 2.5.3 of the chapter Modal Logics of Space in
the Handbook of Spatial Logics written by Johan van Benthem and Guram Bezhanishivili,
in which you can also find a brief introduction to the Cantor set C, which I will use below
for the construction of f1 .

The construction of f1 follows what Nick describes in his lecture. First send the Cantor set
to the root x. Then in each of the remaining open intervals, you take its cantor set, take the
union of all these cantor sets and send the union to y. Finally you send whatever remain to
z. Why this construction makes f1 an unto interior map?

Well, ”unto” is obvious, so f−1(W1) = (0, 1) . f−1({y, z}) is (0, 1) \ C which is also an open
set. If you realize that for each remaining interval after the cantor set of (0,1) being removed,
by removing its own cantor set, what remains are also a lot of open intervals, then it is easy to
observe that f−1({z}) is the union of all these kinds of open sets and thus is itself an open set.

Let me denote the set of those intervals remaining after the Cantor set is removed from
(0,1) by I(0,1) and the set of those open intervals remaining after the cantor sets for each of
the open intervals in I(0,1) are removed by I(0,1)\C . Note that

⋃
I(0,1) is what sent to y and⋃

I(0,1)\C is what sent to z.

To see that f1 is an open map, consider three cases. First, if an open set U of (0,1) is a
subset of

⋃
I(0,1)\C, obviously f1(U) = {z} . Second if an open set contains any point in⋃

I(0,1) \
⋃
I(0,1)\C, since a cantor set is nowhere dense with respect to its corresponding open

interval (which means that the interior of the cantor set is empty and thus contains no open
sets), it must include some points in

⋃
I(0,1)\C, it then follows that f1(U) = {y, z}. At last,

if an open set U contains any point in the cantor set C of (0, 1), for the same reason , it
must contain some points in I(0,1). I claim that some of these points in I(0,1) must be in⋃
I(0,1)\C. Why? Because otherwise you can easily construct an open set included in one of

those remaining interval in I(0,1) and consists of only points in that open interval’s Cantor
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set. This is impossible as we proved in the second case. So f1(U) = {x, y, z}. This concludes
our proof.
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